
Course Title: Impact Evaluation 

Course Code: LA6620 

Targeted Program: M.A. Development Studies & Ph.D. 

Timings: To be decided 

Credit: 3 

Eligibility: The course material assumes familiarity with the concepts of Statistics. 

Course Objective: 

The objective of this course is to build the foundation of the applied econometric methods and 

research designs commonly used in empirical microeconomic research. These methods are used 

in the evaluation of the various programmes and policies. 

Course Description: 

The first part of the course will focus on the econometric theory. The second part of the course 

will discuss the modern econometric tools for causal inference and estimation. It starts with the 

assumptions of the classical linear regression model. It then discusses the basic properties ordinary 

least squares estimator. It further discusses the implications of the relaxation of the various 

assumptions of the classical linear regression model. It moves on to the discussion of selection 

bias that typically arises in impact evaluation studies. It then discusses the role of Randomized 

Control Trials (RCTs) to address the issue of selection bias. In the end, it introduces the mehods 

such as Instrumental Variable (IV) estimation, Differences-In-Difference (DID) and Regression 

Discontinuity Design (RDD). STATA software is used extensively to demonstrate the key 

concepts covered in the class.  
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